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ELLEN ROSS AND RAYNA RAPP the study of society thus becomes a mere meditation on psychosexual development and social history becomes superfluous.
The analysis of psychosexual development is a complement to the study of society, not its ahistorical replacement. Sexuality both generates wider social relations and is refracted through the prism of society. As such, sexual feelings and activities express all the contradictions of power relations--of gender, class and race. We can never assume, for example, that the sexual experiences of black slave women and white plantation women-though sometimes involving the same class of men-were the same. To examine these sexual experiences we do not intend to focus on "disembodied" sex acts, enticing as these may be to antiquarians and voyeurs. Rather, we will sketch out the series of contexts which condition, constrain and socially define these acts.
Attempting to describe the link between society and individual sexuality, we initially saw these contexts spiraling outward from the individual toward the larger world. Social relations which appear peripheral to individual sexual practices (labor migration, for example) may in fact influence them profoundly through intervening social forms (e.g., by limiting available sexual partners and influencing the age of marriage). If the image of a spiral suggests continuous connection, we still do not know the relative weighting of all the forces impinging on sexuality. Gayle Rubin suggests that intermeshed gears provide a better image; in the ratio of the gears would be found the narrower and broader determinants of sexual experience." But we cannot measure such ratios, and this metaphor is too mechanical to describe relationships in constant flux. More satisfactory is Clifford Geertz's image of an onion, which he used in describing the permeation of culture in the human experience.'2 In sexuality as in culture, as we peel off each layer (economics, politics, families, etc.), we may think that we are approaching the kernel, but we eventually discover that the whole is the only "essence" there is. Sexuality cannot be abstracted from its surrounding social layers.
Whatever metaphor best represents the social embeddedness of sexuality, it must be able to contain at least the following contexts: (1) kinship and family systems, (2) sexual regulations and definitions of communities, and (3) national and "world systems." We do not claim that any one of these contexts is causal, or that our list is complete. But we will claim that each and all of them simultaneously set up the external limits on sexual experiences and give shape to individual and group behavior. As social contexts, they both mirror and are lived through the salient power divisions in any society: class, caste, race, gender, and heterosexual dominance. Such divisions are more than "sociological." They are also internalized at the most intimate level of sexual fantasies and feelings and become part of human personality itself. We will discuss each of the spiraling three contexts to illustrate our conviction that sexuality is shaped by complex, changing social relations and thus has a history. Like all histories, it is capable of further transformation through the struggles of "sexual politics." ( 
1) FAMILY FORMS AND KINSHIP SYSTEMS
It is an axiom of cultural anthropology that family forms, embedded in kinship systems, vary cross-culturally and often over time within a single culture. Kinship systems encompass such basic relations as marriage patterns, the tracing of descent, and inheritance not only of specific offices or possessions, but of more abstract rights and obligations that related people hold with respect to one another. All these aspects of kinship systems have potential impact on sexuality: kin terminologies, inheritance practices, and marriage patterns are significant in sexual socialization.
Kinship terminologies, for example, may carry crucial information on degrees of incest; acceptable marriage partners; and even the "gray area" within which some kinsfolk may be available for sexual relations but not for marriage. The fourteen kin categories which are named in Dravidian terminologies (found in parts of South Asia, Australia, and the Pacific) orient children not only to naming their parents, or siblings, but to knowing their potential mothers-and fathers-in-law, and their potential spouses as well.13 In such kinship systems, major messages mapping permissible and outlawed sexual partners are transmitted in language itself. While most Western languages designate many fewer kin classifications than this, the power to name-and thus legitimate or abolish-a sexual relation within the family may occur locally and informally. In the villages of southeastern France, for example, many young brides are referred to as "little mother" from the day they enter their new husband's family. Such a kin term conveys not only the centrality of producing future heirs for the stem family, but the desexualization of the conjugal dyad as well.14 In delineating permissible or necessary marriage partners, kinship systems usually specify sexual objects as well. Among the Banaro of northern New Guinea, When a woman is married, she is initiated into intercourse by the sib-friend of her groom's father. After bearing a child by this man, she begins to have intercourse with her husband. She also has an institutionalized partnership with the sib-friend of her 13 In such a system, as Rubin points out, there are multiple triangulated heterosexual bonds set up in both the sib-friend and marriage systems. The point is not only that people are socially constructed as "heterosexual," but as specifically sib-friend and cross-cousin sexual as well. Sexual socialization is no less specific to each culture than is socialization to ritual, dress, or cuisine. Permissible objects of sexual passion may be redefined as official definitions of family boundaries change. In an extremely thoughtful comparison of Catholic and Protestant family strategies, histories, and affective relations in early modem France, Natalie Davis points out that Back in the thirteenth century, people remembered the days when one could not marry within the seventh degree, that is, any of the descendants of one's great-great-greatgreat-great grandparents. Then, at the Lateran Council of 1215, it became and remained within the fourth degree: one was forbidden to marry any one of the descendants of one's sixteen great-great grandparents.16
The contraction of the field in which incestuous unions were defined affected what were "natural" or permissible sexual experiences among kinsfolk, godparents, and their offspring. Medieval and Renaissance theologians debated the relative merits of directing passion inside and outside of nuclear families: the sixteenth-century Jesuit Emond Auger reasoned that " 'Our carnal desires' are by nature strongest toward those closest to us and would be boundless if we married them."17 Such theological speculation parallels modem anthropology's romance with the relation between incest prohibitions and the creation of marriage alliances.18
Incest prohibitions are not the only boundaries to sex and marriage which family systems set up. As many demographic and family historians remind us, European marriage patterns from at least as far back as the seventeenth century through the nineteenth century were based on a late age of marriage and a high proportion of persons who remained permanently celibate, i.e., unmar- and romance might vary with inheritance practice. In traditional France, a common cultural perception was that first sons married as their families dictated, while second sons married "for love."25 While we have discussed inheritance as if it were generated out of family relations, it is important to note that inheritance patterns actually integrate family members (and their sexuality) into national and even international movements in law and in class formation. As E. P. Thompson notes, "the grid of inheritance" in any locality reflects the efforts of geographically wider social classes to secure the property, offices and training of their offspring in a world which is continuously changing.26 Inheritance laws legislated by a central state implicate family formation and sexual patterns at the local level. The Code Napoleon, for example, which declared equal partible inheritance throughout France (and was used as a model in many other European countries) swept through a complex of earlier, regionally differentiated inheritance customs, and was resisted in many areas. What appear as local patterns organized around kinship are often products of much wider social relations.
(2) COMMUNITIES AS LOCI OF SOCIAL RELATIONS
Families and kin groups cannot organize sexuality for themselves; the partners and patterns they require are usually rooted in wider communities, where lively traditions of sexual prescription-courting behavior, ritual prohibitions, sexual socialization and the like-are played out. Communities represent localized, face-to-face sociability; they are the material arenas in which groups of people larger than individual families live out their lives. The varied use of charivari rituals illustrates how local sexual norms are intricately intertwined with other values. Not only were charivaris directed against henpecked husbands, adulterers, notorious seducers, and homosexuals, but also against merchants who cheated customers, talebearers, habitual drunks, strikebreakers, those who worked during festival times, and magistrates issuing unpopular decisions.27 The "Rebecca Riots" in southern Wales in the 1840s used the charivari form in both the "public" and "private" domains: against newly built toll roads and farm dispossessions, but also against the bastardy clauses of the 1834 Poor Law.28
But the community practices surrounding sexuality represent more than local traditions, for communities are also spatial precipitates of yet larger social relations, termini of worldwide economic, social, political, and cultural patterns within which localities are embedded. They simultaneously exhibit patterns which are regionally rooted and also reflect the larger world. The introduction of rural industry into some English and Welsh farming communities in the early modern period, for example, changed courtship and marriage to reflect the new value that children's, and especially daughters', labor represented to the family economy as a whole. Earlier patterns in which parents arranged children's marriages through precontracts or spousals gave way in many areas to more clandestine courtship arranged by the young people themselves. Night-courting was one such method. The use of intermediaries in bargaining between parents and children suggests the tensions involved in young peoples' marital decisions. Bridal pregnancy may have been a trump card in children's hands as they asserted autonomy from the family economy via their own sexuality.29
Many of the aspects of community sociability-peer groups, the transmission of sexual knowledge, ritual boundaries to permissible or impermissible sexual relations, the involvement of Church regulations on sex-which we discuss in this section, reflect both the autonomy of community groups and the presence of a larger social world. Peer groups exhibit this ambiguity especially clearly, for while at the village level it may appear that the young men, for example, have complete control over the regulation of courtship, the ages at which the young may marry or the degree to which bastards may be supported are established by social forces, or laws, originating outside of local communities.
Peer groups are found in many cultures and they serve a variety of functions. Perhaps most important, they organize intergenerational relationships outside the family itself. Links between generations are especially significant in systems which depend on family economies, where relations of production cannot be separated from those of kinship, marriage, and reproduction. In such systems, peer regulation of sex and marriage is crucial to the politics and economics of both family and community life. Peer groups are often age-based, but because they encompass cultural experience beyond simple shared chronology, they are not reducible to demographic age-cohorts. In the French language, generational age and marriage status are conflated: vieillefillelvieux garqon translates as spinster/bachelor, but its literal meaning is aged girl/aged boy. In traditional Irish villages, unmarried men are boys, no matter what their chronological age.30
Given a marriage pattern in town and country in which there is a long period between the age of sexual maturity and the age of marriage, highly As the massive processes of proletarianization and urbanization broke down the productive and reproductive patterns of traditional Europe, "traditions of youth were redrawn along class lines."32 Working-class youth, by the later nineteenth century, were more economically and sexually autonomous at younger ages than were middle-class youngsters. Their peer groups were often labeled "promiscuous" and "delinquent" by middle-class observers, whose own children were sequestered in single-sexed schools, universities, social clubs, and fraternal orders. "Adolescence" was increasingly used to describe the period of prolonged professional training to which middle-class offspring were subjected, during which time they were considered to be asexual.33
For Western Europe, evidence of ritualized structuring of courting dates back a considerable time. In French peasant villages from medieval almost through moder times, groups of unmarried men, the "abbeyes" Natalie Davis describes, restricted the pool of marriageable young people and maintained village endogamy by fighting or fining strangers who came to court local girls.34 Adolescent peer groups in traditional European villages might even more directly supervise sexual activity. Recently, historians have drawn attention to "night-courting" in Northern France, the Vend6e, Alsace, Germany, Switzerland, and Scandinavia. At the end of the night, the group of men reformed, and public mockery was the fate of couples found violating these rules.36 And "accidents are rare," according to a 1795 report on the practice in Neuchatel.37 Church spokesmen, especially in Catholic regions, attacked these practices as immoral from as early as the seventeenth century. But they survived in some places to the end of the nineteenth century only to be deplored as primitive and immoral by middle-class lay observers. Yet the loss of such peer regulation, either through its actual suppression or through the breakup of communities, seems to be one of the cluster of forces that led to increased illegitimacy rates. Flandrin is even convinced that French regions where night-courting practices survived into the nineteenth century had noticeably lower illegitimacy rates than other areas.38
Sexuality is a notorious source of tension between adolescent peer groups and adults. The teenaged girls studied by Molly Dougherty in a rural black town in the southern United States play their peers against their adult kinswomen as they enter into heterosexual relationships. Attitudes toward sexual experimentation and courting are relaxed and positive among peers; adult women may castigate the teenagers for early pregnancy, but they also supervise the transition to elevated status which motherhood provides for the young girls. Teenaged sex and its consequences are negotiated between the peer and parenting generations, allowing young women to test bonds in both directions as they court.39 Peer groups formed in adolescence may have an impact on the affective and sexual lives of their members throughout adulthood. Among the best studied adult peers are the all-female networks which nineteenth-century middle-class American women formed. Girlhood friendships, often begun at boarding schools, deepened as the women began to share a common domestic fate and religious culture in which they were defined as the more sensitive and spiritual of the sexes. These homoerotic friendships as discussed in Carroll Smith- 
Rosenberg's now classic essay were nurtured in the informal but enduring bonds between women whose context is erased if sexuality is investigated only within the heterosexual marital dyad.40
Communities are the locus not only of the regulation of sexual partner and practices, but for the transmission of sexual knowledge as well. Indeed, before the proliferation of "how-to" books, communities were the only source of knowledge about sex and reproduction. Formulas for contraceptive substances and abortifacients, and access to midwives or abortionists were in the hands of village women in traditional Europe, as were concepts of when it was acceptable to use them.41 Urban females' networks also were sources of information, and pre-World War I British evidence suggests that abortion was more common in urban areas at least in part because such information networks could operate there.42 In Sheffield in the 1890s, lead contamination of the water supply suggested to some women that a lead powder commonly used around the house might also bring miscarriages. The amount of autonomy from wider institutions which community practices express varies widely. Charivaris, night-courting, and gossip enforcing sexual norms seem to genuinely express at least a part of community opinion. Priests and parsons, while important members of the community and influenced by its values, are also representatives of powerful national or international organizations. Their presence has of course tremendous power to shape sexual attitudes and experiences.
Flandrin's suggestive studies of French clerical policies toward lay sexuality begins to give precision to our commonsense assumption that the Church has effectively and dramatically molded sexual experiences. But that molding has not always represented official theological positions. Although canon law, judicial procedure, and confessional practice all condemned "sins against nature," by medieval times contraception was viewed as more heinous when practiced inside of marriage than when used in illicit sex. In the hierarchy of sins, an adulterous union that was sterile was less sinful in the clergy's eyes than one which produced offspring. In examining community confessional records, Flandrin suggests that "the Malthusian revolution" spread, in sixteenth-and seventeenth-century village France, via illicit relationships. But by the latter half of the eighteenth century, husbands and wives had performed a cultural innovation: they had moved contraception out of the adulterous affair and into the marriage bed. Thus the Church's teachings distinguishing levels of sin prepared the way for marital experimentation.47 Flandrin also feels that the eighteenth-century clergy's increasing emphasis on duty and obligation to offspring encouraged family limitation as well. It made responsibilities to the already born more salient, allowing parents to consider contraception "for the sake of" their children.48 Thus, official Church dis- witnessed a hardening of legal definitions of sexual outcasts, as sexual behavior came under increasing state and cultural surveillance. It is from this period that many of the sex and vice codes still prevalent in Western societies can be dated. In England, a series of Contagious Disease Acts passed from 1864 on to control venereal disease in the army and navy by registering prostitutes had the effect of stigmatizing the women and isolating them from the working-class neighborhoods in which they lived and worked. Although a campaign to repeal the acts was ultimately successful, its social purity orientation led to still further sexually restrictive legislation. The Criminal Law Amendment Act, an omnibus crime bill passed in 1885, raised the age of consent for girls from thirteen to sixteen in response to a movement to "save" working-class girls from the perceived evils of "white slavery" and aristocratic male lust. The newly increased powers of the police were turned not on the wealthy buyers of sex, but on its poorer sellers. Lodging-house keepers were commonly prosecuted as brothel keepers, and prostitutes were often uprooted and cast out from their neighborhoods. Forced to find new lodging in areas of cities more specialized in vice, they became increasingly dependent on male pimps once community support, or at least toleration, of their occupation was shattered by legal prosecution.55 In the Labouchere Amendment to the same 1885 Act, all forms of sexual activity between men (with consent, in private as well as in public) were subject to prosecution. This represents a dramatic extension of the definition of male homosexuality (and its condemnation) beyond the "abominations of buggery" clauses promulgated under Henry VIII and remaining in force in the centuries that followed.56 The Labouchere Amendment was followed in 1898 by the Vagrancy Act, which turned police attention to homosexual solicitation. Anti-homosexual legislation was passed in an atmosphere of a purity campaign that viewed homosexuality as a vice of the rich visited upon the poor. But the effects of the legislation were turned against the perceived victims of aristocratic lust. It was working-class homosexuals who were most likely to be tried while wealthier men were often able to buy their way out of 69 major occupations.64 As the labeling of homosexuals as deviants became sharper toward the end of the nineteenth century, this subculture tightened, subdivided, and generated a political arm which was predominantly upper and upper middle class.65 The lesser visibility of lesbian subgroups in history probably reflects not only the lower level of legal persecution to which they were apparently subjected, but more important, lesbians (like heterosexual women) have had far less independence than men and fewer resources on In an analysis of illegitimacy among London domestics in the nineteenth century, John Gillis traces out the subtle and contradictory circumstances which led some upper servants to unwed pregnancy and abandonment of children. "Better" servants and their suitors, usually skilled or semi-skilled workers, shared their masters' sense of respectability. They aimed to acquire some economic security as a basis for marriage. The men were quite geographically mobile, unlike the women, who were tied to bourgeois households. A too-early pregnancy might lead men to abandon women who lacked the savings and employment skills on which to found a new household. 68 The strange romance of two Victorians illustrates the complicated intersection between erotic experience and wider social forces, such as the in-stitutionalized patterns of dominance and subordination that prevailed between servant-keeping bourgeois families and their female servants.69 Hannah Cullwick was a twenty-one-year-old kitchen servant when she met twentyfive-year-old Arthur J. Munby in London in 1854. Eldest son of a notable Yorkshire family, Munby was in London studying to become a barrister, but his real passion was the working woman-pit brow women, crossingssweepers, milk carriers, farm laborers, and lower servants all fascinated him.
By the time they met, both Hannah and Arthur had already focused their sexual and romantic fantasies not only on the opposite sex, but also on the opposite class. Munby's passion for working women was paralleled by Hannah's decision that any sweetheart she was to have "shall be someone much above me; and I will be his slave."70 Class polarities structured their relationship. Munby's sensual appreciation of Hannah Cullwick focused both on her large size (which he exaggerated), sturdiness, large red hands and arms, and the frequently dirty face and arms her work produced. Munby loved to watch Cullwick scrubbing her master's front steps, and he found it natural that she should wash his feet and polish his boots. Hannah in her turn cherished her servitude and passed up many chances for high-paying and comfortable upper servants' jobs because she could not give up her "lowliness."
A troubled secret marriage took place in 1872. It was followed by a few years of domestic life, Hannah posing as her husband's servant ard both partners enjoying the game while Munby continued his regular round of bachelor activities, Marriage exacerbated their class differences. Their erotic life remained frustrating: rare kissing, cuddling, and Munby's sitting on his wife's large lap seem to have comprised the more directly "sexual" parts of their relationship. This was difficult for Hannah, whose status floundered between that of a wife (and therefore lady) and a servant. Hannah felt forced to leave, but the couple remained in close contact for the rest of their lives.
As Lenore Davidoff suggests in her sensitive study of this relationship, the contradictions in Munby's emotional life may well be traced to the common upper-middle-class practice of hiring country women as the nearly full-time caretakers of children. His erotic biography comes into classic Freudian focus when we learn that another woman named Hannah served as a nurse in the Munby household throughout his childhood.71 Hannah Cullwick's fixation on gentlemen and her association between romantic love and servitude are less classically oedipal: their analysis opens up the connection between patriarchy and class oppression. 
